
Case Study: 

Networked CCTV, Biometrics and Wi-Fi 

Access Points

Customer: 

KOJO Restaurant

Overview

Based in North London’s super-prime Hampstead, the fully plant based, Asian-

inspired KOJO is a mouthwatering addition to the area’s great choice of 

fashionable eateries.

As well as cutting out meat, fish and dairy, KOJO’s cutting edge menu is free of 

gluten and refined sugar. KOJO’s mission is to ‘show people not to be scared of

eating plant based.’

Open early till late, KOJO provides a breakfast menu, hot and cold drinks and an 

all-day/evening offering. Customers can enjoy main courses, soups, snacks, light 

bites and sweets. And they can eat in or take away.

Our challenge

With its modern, contemporary vibe, it followed that KOJO would be 

looking for a uber-modern approach to security and connectivity. So 

owners, Alina Gromova-Jones and her husband Ryan tasked Quadratek 

to spec and install total CCTV and wireless coverage throughout the 

restaurant.

What we did

While KOJO concentrated on its covers and its take-aways, we got to 

work on its tech. 

For the CCTV, we went for UniFi Video G3 cameras and UniFi 802.11ac 

access points. These are supported by a Ubiquiti® Dream Machine Pro 

and Ubiquiti 24 Port Pro PoE+ switch.

“Quadratek excelled in 

customer service and 

found solutions for 

upcoming challenges 

and disruptions.”
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What we did cont’d

The seven cameras we installed receive data and power-over-ethernet 

from a UniFi PoE switch. And the switch connects to the fibre internet 

connection for remote management and surveillance.

It’s all easy to use yet powerful and flexible. Versatile camera settings, 

multiple live view options and advanced analytics mean recordings are 

fully customisable. Extra features include configurable motion detection 

zones and live camera feed rotation.

For the Wi-Fi, we installed five UniFi access points, which receive data 

from a UniFi PoE switch. This is the ideal solution where there’s multi-

user throughput in high-density environments.

The results

The software we installed allows KOJO’s managers to discover and 

provision devices and configure access points, switches and other assets 

from a web browser or mobile app.

What the client said

“Developing KOJO’s infrastructure and technology on-site was part of the 

brand, so it was vital for us to choose the right supplier. Quadratek 

excelled in customer service and found solutions for upcoming challenges 

and disruptions. We rely heavily on our IT and can therefore rely on 

Quadratek to follow through, whatever this may entail. We’ll happily 

continue to use them with our new stores.”

Ryan Jones, CEO

Look out for…

… new KOJO To Go takeaway restaurants opening in Central London soon.
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